EFU 7.62 mm - GPMG
TYPE MG223A
AEI SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL FIRING UNIT

For 7.62mm GPMG, MAG58 & M240 MG’s
MOUNTING
As per standard trigger mechanism; Quick release pins not supplied.

POWER SUPPLY
Power input;			

23.5 to 28 VDC

Solenoid coil resistance;		

5.17 ohms

Power duration;			

40 seconds max.

Connection;			10SL-3P

IDENTIFICATION
ELECTRICAL FIRING UNIT
NSN 				1005-99-964-2620
AEI Part No.			

AEI-12138

TYPE.				MG223A

QUALITY ASSURANCE / OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT
Each Electrical Firing Unit manufactured by AEI Systems is hand built and mechanically and electrically function tested. Customers are encouraged to witness
acceptance testing prior to dispatch for total ‘peace of mind’.
Obsolescence management guarantees total supportability of all Electrical Firing Unit’s supplied by AEI Systems now and long into the future.
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ELECTRICAL FIRING UNIT

For 7.62mm GPMG, MAG 58 & M240 MG’s

DESCRIPTION
Where a remote firing GPMG is an operational requirement for land or naval
weapon mount installations, the Electrical Firing Unit and Recoil Buffer Mk.2
are required.
The Electrical Firing Unit incorporates the trigger mechanism safe/fire catch
and electrical solenoid in the assembly.
The trigger mechanism housing consists of a deeply recessed rectangular block
that accommodates the trigger group components and is closed by a cover plate.
Axis pins, protruding through the housing and cover plate, are secured in
place each side by flat spring retainer clips.
The lower part of the housing is bored longitudinally to receive the solenoid
rod. At the rear, the housing has a formed flange to receive the solenoid
housing which is secured in place by four bolts and stiff nuts. An electrical
socket assembly, on the rear lower side, provides the firing circuit connection.
The solenoid operates between 23.5 and 28 VDC and has a rating of 40 seconds.
Solenoid operation in excess of 40 seconds will damage the unit.

FUNCTION
The action of the Electrical Firing Unit trigger mechanism is identical with that of the standard GPMG weapon, but the trigger movement is initiated by
movement of the solenoid.
When the solenoid is energised by remote fire command the plunger and rod, bearing against the trigger projection, rotates the trigger and effects sear
release. When remote fire command ceases, the plunger and rod are returned by action of the compressed plunger return spring.
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